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Directions to the Qatar Animal Welfare Society

GPS co-ordinates: N 25° 15’ 40.63” E 51° 24’ 02.44”

From the Racing and Equestrian Club
Coming from the Racing and Equestrian Club, take a right at the next roundabout (before you get to
the lights opposite the zoo). Follow the road straight going over 3 small roundabouts for a total
distance of approximately 2.4km. When you get to the third small roundabout, keep going straight
and take the left turn (Al Huda Primary Girls School is on the corner). Keep going straight
for approximately 1km (you will go over 3 speed bumps along this road so watch your speed) until you
get to a T junction. Turn right. You’ll go over 1 speed bump. Take the first right turn off the main
road onto a dirt track (there will be a stop sign in Arabic at the point where you turn right), look for a
broken concrete road which you will use to follow to get to QAWS. It is worse is some places so drive
slowly! You will be heading towards the shelter at this point which looks like a wooded area if you are
going the right way. You will have a small football pitch to your left and eventually pass some camels
on your right. When you get to the bottom of the road at the trees, there will be a sign for Qatar
Pets/QAWS parking and you should be able to see the shelter just through the trees in front of the
parking area.
Welcome to QAWS!

From Al Waab Street
Coming up Al Waab Street, go past ASPIRE, Villaggio and Hyatt Plaza Shopping malls on your
right. At the set of traffic lights just past Hyatt Plaza (with the zoo on your left), go straight. At the first
roundabout, make a right. You’ll go over a speed bump and then come to a roundabout, make a left
at the roundabout. Continue straight (going over 3 more speed bumps), go straight at the next
roundabout. You’ll then have some shops on your right, continue straight over more speed bumps
passing 2 streets on your right and some villas under construction on your left and right. After the villa
on the corner, take the first right turn off the main road onto a dirt track (there will be a stop sign in
Arabic at the point where you turn right), look for a broken concrete road which you will use to follow
to get to QAWS. It is worse is some places so drive slowly! You will be heading towards the
shelter at this point which looks like a wooded area if you are going the right way. You will have a
small football pitch to your left and eventually pass some camels on your right. When you get to the
bottom of the road at the trees, there will be a sign for Qatar Pets/QAWS parking and you should be
able to see the shelter just through the trees in front of the parking area.
Welcome to QAWS!

